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Basics of the Strumpy Shader Editor 

 The Strumpy Shader Editor was designed to make the creation of shaders in 
Unity more artist-friendly, providing a visual and highly accessible means of building 
and editing materials for in-engine use. The package uses a node based graph system 
to simplify and streamline the shader design process and works on the principles of 
Unity3’s “Surface Shader” concept, which allows for shaders that interact properly 
with the engine’s lighting schemes. 

 

While Unity already comes with a large number of pre-built shaders suitable for a 
range of functions, the advantage of the Strumpy Editor comes from how 
customisable it is. It is not difficult to remake pre-built shaders in the editor and then 
expand upon their functionality, leading to the creation of entirely new shaders. 

 

Although the Editor features basic documentation on the package, it seems more 
focused on what the editor does rather than how to use it. I found that it still required 
a fair bit of guesswork in order to get things moving. Similarly, tutorials are hard to 
come by and even they seem to focus on more advanced shader creation. So to 
compensate, I’ve written up a short guide to the basics of the Strumpy Shader Editor 
so that others can jump right in and explore what the package is capable of. 

 

The Graph Editor 

 

The Strumpy Shader Editor is composed primarily of a large work area for the 
creation of new shaders through node linking. To the right is the menu area where all 
of the inputs and tweaking for the shader is done. The different sections of the editor 
are as follows: 
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The Master Node                                         

Also known as the Output node, the Master serves as the backbone of the shader. It 
features inputs for all the standard map types along with one for advanced 
customisation.  

                                                        

 

Settings Menu 

Although 3rd on the list of menus, Settings is generally the one you’ll want to access 
first. Settings contains all the options for a lot of the technical aspects of the shader 
such as lighting, blending and depth. More basic shaders won’t require much input 
from this section but more advanced effects such as transparency require some 
fiddling here. When a new shader graph is created, the Settings menu will be red, 
indicating that you need to give your shader a name. 

                                            

 

Node Menu 

The Node Menu is used to control the settings of individual nodes from the shader 
graph. It is here that properties are input into the nodes inorder for them to enact 
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specific functions. For example, the image below in which a Sampler2D node that 
will be used for a diffuse texture must be given the input MainTex in order to work. 
Both the Node Menu tab and the node itself will turn red if not given a property input. 

                            

 

Inputs Menu 

This menu contains all the settings for the property inputs of the nodes in the shader 
graph. Here you can create, remove or rename inputs quickly rather than having to go 
into the Node Menu and turn them off to edit them. Unity Pro owners can also use 
this menu to plug in their maps in order to preview their shader. 

                                       

 

Nodes Menu 

Within the Nodes Menu are all the pieces you need to actually build a shader. The 
menu contains a list of all the nodes divided up depending on their function. Placing 
nodes in the shader graph is as simple as clicking on the one you want to use. For a 
quicker approach, the list can also be accessed by right clicking the work area of the 
editor.  
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Node Types 

Here I will go over the basic nodes that are used in the creation of shaders, as well as 
the inputs they can be given. 

 

 Tex2D and Sampler2D 

The Tex2D (a Function node) and Sampler2D (a Property node) are two nodes that 
are used in order to apply maps to your shader. Tex2D nodes are used read the desired 
texture and work out the UVs, while the Sampler2D allows for the actual texture 
input. Sampler2D nodes require an input to work and can use the following: 

Color, MainColor (basically, variations on Color)- allows for shader base colours to
  be input. 

MainTex, DecalTex- allows for diffuse texture maps to be input. 

Illum- allows for Illumination maps to be input. 

BumpMap- allows for normal maps to be input (but only when being attached to the 

 Normal section of the Master and when used in conjunction with an  

UnpackNormal node). 

Specular- allows for Specularity maps to be input (must be connected to Master’s 

 Specular section obviously). 
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UnpackNormal 

This node (found in the Function menu) is used when adding a normal map to your 
shader. It essentially adapts the normal map for the shader’s surface space and is 
necessary in order to get the map working (along with a BumpMap input in the 
corresponding Sampler2D). The UnpackNormal node is simple to implement and 
connects between the Master node’s Normal section and a Tex2d/Sampler2D hookup. 

                                      

Multiply 

The Multiply node is used to combine 2 separate node lines and multiply them on a 
per component level. It makes it possible to connect multiple node lines and hook 
them up to one section of the Master node. A good use for this is to combine a 
specular and reflection node line, giving your specular highlights some extra punch. 

                                        

Range 

Range nodes are used to created adjustable slider bars for different aspects of a 
shader. They are single input nodes, which can either plug straight into section of the 
Master or branch off from Node lines. The Gloss section of the Master node is often 
linked to a Range, where it can control the specular highlights of the shader. These 
nodes feature an adjustable minimum and maximum range for their sliders, but it is 
generally fine to leave it untouched at 0,1. Property inputs for Range nodes relate to 
the area of the shader they are affecting so arrange for Gloss would have an input 
called Shininess, while one for reflection strength could be called ReflectionPower. 
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TexCUBE and SamplerCube 

These two nodes play the exact same role as the Tex2D and Sampler2D nodes but are 
used instead to implement cube maps into a shader. A cube map texture allow for the 
addition of reflection to a shader, so long as the SampleCube is given the correct input 
of WorldReflection and coupled with a VertexReflection node. 

                

VertexReflection 

A VertexReflection node is a single input node (found in the Input submenu), which 
is connected to the Normal section on a TexCUBE in order to create a reflective 
texture. Without it, cube maps can still be used but will appear dull and flat. 
VertexReflection nodes should be used sparingly, as they can be quite expensive 
memory-wise. 

                                           

 

Applying Maps to Shaders 

Here I will show you the basic node graph hookups for implementing various texture 
maps into your shaders. 

 

Diffuse Maps 
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Normal Maps 

 

 

Reflective Cube Maps 

 

To create a cube map texture for this shader map hook up, see my section on cube 
maps below. 

 

Specularity Maps 

 

There are many variations that can be made by combining these graph lines with each 
other and the variety of other nodes that are available in the shader editor. 

 

Cube Maps 

The cube map is Unity texture that is used primarily used in reflection mapping. 
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Cube maps work by splitting a texture into 6 separate files that represent the faces of a 
cube. When applied to a mesh the 6 texture files get merged together seamlessly at the 
edges, creating a texture which covers the entire object. Because of the way a cube 
map distorts the original image, should you choose to use a photograph as the base 
texture it is usually best to use one, which focus primarily on colour and light rather 
than shape as detail will become blurred and unreadable. As cube maps are used to 
generate reflective qualities in a material, it is a good idea to use shiny textures when 
creating the map, as they will help enhance the reflections. 

To create a cube map, begin by importing your desired texture into Unity. Then in the 
Texture Importer menu, set the Texture Type to Advanced and switch the Generate 
Cubemap tab to SimpleSpheremap. 

 Remember that you can’t just plug a cube map into any texture slot; you must create 
a specific slot for the texture through use of the shader editor’s TexCUBE and 
SamplerCube nodes. 

 

With these basic node graphs you’ll be able to begin experimenting with shaders of 
your own. I’ll be showing how to create a specific shader using a combination of 
different nodes in my next update which should be along soon. 


